Draft Programme

2 Tonnes of Carbon Economy, Science and Lifestyle 3 Day Conference to be held
at the University of Oxford 16th -18th June 2018

Bookings now open
info@greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org www.geiconferences.org

Draft Programme
Day 1 of 3: Saturday 16th June 2018 Sessions
2 Tonnes of Carbon Economy, Lifestyle and Science
Time

The New Futures for the Economy
Session and Name of
Participant

Country

Organisation

Introductions

10.0010.40

10.40-

Networking and tea and coffee

The Future of Jobs
Automation and
the Gigg Economy
Including Green
Jobs as part of the
solution
Dr Lucile Schmid

Session/ Speech Title

France

Dr Enrico Tezza

Italy

Dr Aaron Sterniczky

Austria

Jobs and the Future of the Economy
Introduce the rationale for the conference
and hosting
2 Tonnes of Carbon Economy

Setting the Scene of this years
economy challenges and
future
A group of workshops
speeches and debates

Economist, Green Institute and Chair Green
European Foundation Lucile Schmid is co-president
of the Green European Foundation (GEF). She is a
senior official in the Ministry of Economy and
Finances in France.

The current challenges and future of
Economics, Labour and Jobs in an age
of automation and insecurity

Decent Work
Former Training Manager International
Labour Organisation and specialist in
labour economics

Phd Political Science

Green Jobs and climate and innovations

11.15

Austrian Greens

Anjikwi.Mshelbwala

Nigeria

The role of law and institutions and corporations
Speeches

11.1512.00

12.0012.30

Actionaid

Green Jobs. One approach to reconcile
technology and job growth: Green Jobs.
One approach to reconcile technology
and job growth
Green Sustainable ICT, Open Source
and Green cities.

Dr Wei Yin

UK

Diletta Lenzi

Italy

Green Economics and
Theories of Social
Justice, different
distribution and equality
Clive Lord

UK

Professor Natalie West

India

Koryo Suzuki

Sovereign Wealth Funds, Shareholder Activism and
Socially Responsible Investing: Impact on Corporate
Governance and Sustainability
The role of law and institutional investors concerning
sustainability
Organisation: Post-doc Researcher at the University
of Trento (Italy); Consultant for the Global Forum on
Law Justice and Development (World Bank LegalVice Presidency University of Trento and World Bank
University of Trento - School of Law, and World Bank
Group (Legal)]

Economics Theory and Practise Philosophy and
Methodology and ontology: our innovations and
literature

Japan

Author of our book
The Citizens Income
Institute of Management Shillong
GEI Japan
Koryo Suzuki is an environmentalist who received two
masters of environmental economics from the
University of York and Manchester. Because of the
background, he approaches to environmental
problems interdisciplinarily with reviewing the

Impact of Business on the Environment:
a Corporate Governance Approach

Impact of our literature on policies
around the world

The Citizens Income
An Idea whose time has come
Book launch and Green GDP
Book launch
Economics Theories, Methodology and
Philosophy

philosophy and an ethical perspectives of economics.
Then, he is particularly focusing on dissemination of
organic farming, motivated by passion to pursue
sustainability of agriculture.

Changing our Practise- how do we do that?
12.3013.00

Kristina Jociute

Lithuania

Our role in all the illustration of single
use plastics

Uk

Former Editor of our Journal
Manager of the Green Economics Institute
Economist and Writer
GEI Editor International Journal of Green Economics

Miriam Kennet
Henry Cox

Uk

Veteran Honorary GEI Economist

Towards an economics that is
sustainable in Practice:
Economics
Sustainable Economics and Achieving
Them

13.0014.30

Lunch
Photos of group

14.3015.30

Evaluation Corruption –Something Rotten Around the Globe:
10 years of Recession, Austerity, recession and corruption- how did it happen ?and the rise of reactive
populism
Dr Enrico Tezza
And Lavinia Tezza

Italy

Presentation
Evaluating Corruption
Something Rotten Around the Globe
Responses and contextualising

Dr Arturo Herman
Dr Lucille Schmidt

Italy
France

Economic Schools reactions
European and Green Reactions

Our Brand New Book Launch

Diletta Lenzi

Italy

Organisation: Post-doc Researcher at the University
of Trento (Italy); Consultant for the Global Forum on
Law Justice and Development (World Bank LegalVice Presidency University of Trento and World Bank

Green Economics under the Heterodox Economics Umbrella

15.3016.30
Professor Simon Mouatt

UK

Dr Tom Lines

UK

Dr Arturo Herman

Italy

Heterodox Economics

Miriam Kennet

16.3017.30

Reactions

The current economic challenges seen
from an Heterodox perspective
What Heterodoxy Offers Today to solve
some of these challenges
The current economics challenges seen
from several different schools including
Heterodoxy
The current economics challenges seen
from several different schools including
Heterodoxy

The New Role of the Law and lawyers as the hope for future survivability and sustainability

Miriam Kennet
Professor Federica Viole
Professor

Lieselot

Bisschopf

Italy
The Netherlands

The new role of law for a 2 Tonnes of Carbon
economy and survivability
Keynote law speech

Introduction
Large-scale investments in land: an
International law perspective.

Ship Breaking
European ships on South East Asian beaches. Shipbreaking, environmental harm and statecorporate crime; Shipbreaking is the dismantling of discarded vessels with the intent of
reusing parts and recycling secondary raw materials. About 70% of discarded vessels end up
on the beaches of South East Asia and are dismantled without regard for the environment
and human health (Heidegger et al 2016). Various toxins pollute the water, soil and air. Our
study discusses the practice of shipbreaking as an environmental crime and analyzes the role
played by corporations and governments. The theoretical frameworks of state-corporate
crime (Kramer & Michalowski, 2002) and treadmill of production (Lynch et al 2016) provide

the frame of analysis for our case study. This explorative study focuses on Germany and
Greece
Dr Wei Yin

UK

The role of the law and governance

Climate and Sustainable Development
Energy Calculations and Advances

17.3018.30
Maret Merisaar, PhD
Tallinn University of
Technology, Water and
Environmental
Engineering Research
Group
Lecturer at the in Tallinn
University of Technology
In partnership with :
Jaana Merisaar
Estonia
Resource
Efficiency Project
Manager
Resource
Efficiency Project
Example workshop on
calculating sustainability
criteria concerning CO2
emissions

Estonia

Technological calculations and
issues

The debate around the Paris climate agreement is
focused around sharing the burden of greenhouse
gas reduction and is said to miss the possibilities of
raising energy efficiency (EE). The recent publication
by the Green European Foundation„Energy Atlas”
regards EE as „a resource that every country has in
abundance”
The first EU wide target for common energy policy
was agreed upon in 1998 aiming to improve energy
efficiency by 1% annually during the coming 12 years.
Today the relevant EU legislation is estimated to save
326 million tons of oil equivalents by 2020. Half of
that target will be achieved by product labeling
(refrigerators, washing machines etc.), the rest from
improving the energy performance of buildings,
energy distribution grids or promoting cleaner
mobility. Member states can also choose to use fiscal
measures and taxation. By the year 2020 the EE
should be improved by 20% compared to the year
1990.
Among the 29 states belonging to the European
Energy Agency, Estonia is outstanding with its

Sustainable Development and
Protection of Environment“ (short
lectures, discussions and practical
excercises on calculating e.g. different
sustainability criteria and flows of
pollutants in the environment)
Experiences from the other
countries on how the obligation to
decrease CO2 emissions is solved

How we calculate sustainability criteria
using various data from Estonian
statistics (and compare countries with
each other) Usage of different fuels per
capita, oil equivalents, energy efficiency
of national economy etc. * Teaching
methodologies with the message that
everything starts from education (of
engineers and decision-make)

biggest share of energy consumption in household
sector (ca 33%). The second runner is transport
(27%), followed by industry (22%) public services
(15%) and the rest is 4%.„Energy policies B
Advances in Green GDP
Professor Natalie West India
Launch of our new book
Green Economics for a Green Economy
Close

19.00

Oxford walking tour

Walking tour of Oxford with Magnus
MacFarlane
Please buy tickets for this from our
website or the front desk

We’re pleased to offer the chance to join a walking
tour of central Oxford, led by Dr Nina Kruglikova,
Research Associate at the School of Anthropology
and tour guide. The tour will take one and half hours
and will be limited to 20 people, with places allocated
on a first-come, first-served basis.The tour will cover:
history of Oxford as a city, myths and legends of
Oxford colleges, 'town vs gown' confrontations, rivalry
between Oxford and Cambridge, famous alumni,
locations for the Harry Potter films and other places of
interest. If you’re interested, please contact
nina.kruglikova@gmail.com (subject line: tour)
19.3021.30

Dinner

A conference dinner will tak e place at the very
atmospheric typical Oxford style Rewley House
Department of Continuing Education, the University of
Oxford

21.3022.30

Bar

Drink s reception/ Network ing bar will tak e be open
for drink s to all our conference goers and for
purchase after the dinner also at Rewley House till
10.30 pm

This dinner is almost full
About 4 places left- please pay quickly
but check with us first in case its full
alreadyThe Cherwell on Sunday night has 30
more spaces left so do book that one if
you can

Day 2 of 3: Sunday 17th June 2018
2 Tonnes of Carbon Economy, Lifestyle and Technology
Environmental Justice, Preparing for our COP24 Delegation
Climate Change and Survivability

This event is organised by the Green European Foundation with support from The Green Economics Institute
With the financial support of the European Parliament to the Green European Foundation

Time

Session

10.30

Networking and
Introductions and Ice
Breakers

Viewing some of our COP videos to see what
we have achieved before and how to build on
that towards our work for COP24

10.45

Climate Change, Climate
Science and Technology
Introducing the Project

GEF and The Green Economics Institute

Name

Organisation
Details

Dr Lucill Schmid and

Synopsis

and our COP climate
delegation and our
solutions

Miriam Kennet
2 Tonnes of Carbon Lifestyle, Economy
and Technology
Planning for our delegation to Katowice
Poland and our response to technical fixes
and solutionsAdam Ostolosky
Adam Ostolski is a sociologist, columnist and
activist. He works at the University of Warsaw
(Institute of Sociology) and is a member of the
editorial board of the Green European Journal.
He was co-editor-in-chief of Zielone
Wiadomości (Green News) 2009-2013 and cochair of the Polish Greens in 2013-2016

With COP24 in Katowice looming
large, attention of the experts in
climate policy is increasingly
turning towards Poland.
Is Poland's foreign policy stance
on international climate
agreements simply inconsistent?
Why do successive governments
maintain a skeptical, and in some
cases even hostile, approach
towards green energy sources?
How to explain the fact that greenminded activists and experts have
not been able to translate
widespread support for green
energy sources within society into
a genuine political pressure on the
policy makers? Can the European
Union be helpful in changing this
situation? And, most importantly,
is there any prospect of change in
Poland's climate policy and
politics?

11.00-12.00
Dr Monica Rossi

Italy

Green Jobs and Future Solutions in a 2
Tonnes of Carbon World
International Labour Organisation

Social Innovation and Sustainable
Development
The future of jobs and
employment in the face of
automation

Dr Enrico Tezza
Dr Aaron Sternizky

Italy
Austria

International Labour Organisation

Decent Work
Green Jobs and climate change
Green Jobs and climate and
innovations
Green Jobs. One approach to
reconcile technology and job
growth: Green Jobs. One
approach to reconcile technology
and job growth

12.00-13.00
Russel Norman

New
Zealand

Hans Kare Flo

Norway

A two tonnes of carbon world
More jobs and climate change
Executive Director Greenpeace Australia
"Mapping a pathway to 100% renewable
electricity while simultanously increasing
demand by electrifying transport and industrial
processes - a New Zealand case study"

Climate Change Prevention
Technologies
And
What do we do about climate
change?
“Networks as tools for learning,
innovation and handling
complexity. Theory, reflection and
network examples.”

Dr Chidi Magnus and Dr
Sunday Akeyebo

Implementing solar in Africa

Pamela Harling

Pamela has made her house carbon house
Reducing carbon emissions from
housing.
Green Economics Institute Trust, Hon.
Secretary
Graduate of Cambridge University
Owner of Carbon Free House Pamela Harling
studied natural sciences at Cambridge
University, then studied information science at
City University and landscape ecology at Wye
College, London University. Since 2000, she
has been active in local sustainability groups
where she lives in north London. In 2016, she
managed a retrofit project in her own house,
achieving a carbon neutral property

Professor Natalie West

13.00
14.00

India

Buy a typical Sandwich Lunch in Oxford ( not
included )
Photo and video interviews

ROAD MAP TO A RENEWABLE
ENERGY FINANCING AND
DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA:
THE RENEWABLE ENERGY
FOR GREEN GROWTH AFRICA
(REGGA) OPTION
Making your house carbon free
In the UK, about 20% of carbon
emissions come from residential
properties. How can we reduce
this figure? New build houses and
flats are much more energy
efficient than older properties, but
we will be living in our “older
properties” for many years to
come and most leak heat like a
sieve.
What is involved in making older
properties more energy efficient –
the retrofit process? This is one
person’s story of how they made
their house carbon neutral – it
generates as much electricity as it
uses.
Coal Mining and its alternatives

14.30
Either:

14.30-15.30

Parallel Sessions this
afternoon
Food and agriculture
and organics in a 2
tonnes of carbon world
Martin Rowe

Mapplethorpe Seminar Room

USA

Agriculture the need to disrupt assumptions
about animal agriculture as part of climatechange remediation.
Beyond Animal Agriculture?
Economic Paradigms and Climate Change
This paper offers an overview of some
arguments regarding the effects of animal
agriculture on greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and climate change. It looks at
arguments of “sustainable intensification,”
switching from ruminants to monogastrics,
reducing food waste, and alternative protein
sources (such as fish, insects, and plantbased and cellular meat) as a means of
addressing GHG emissions from the
agricultural sector.

Koryo Suzuki

Japan

Using economics to show how
organics are actually more
economically efficient in several
case studies from Asia

Or
Landgrab Property Housing and the Law
14.30-15.30

Green Cities
Urbanisation Property
and the future
Professor Michael
Benfield
Dr Ethesham Abassi

Professor Federica Violi

Wales
Saudi Arabia
and India

Assistant Professor, Dept. of Accounting,
College of Business,
King Abdul Aziz University (Rabigh Campus),
Rabigh, Kingdom of Saudi
A Study of Level of Carbon Footprints of Top
Five Economies of the World- viz. a viz. the
share of defence spending in comparison with
the environmental spending of these
countries.
Dr. Federica Violi
Assistant Professor in International Law
Department of International and European
Union Law
Erasmus School of Law, Rotterdam
Action Aid Nigeria

Anjikwi
Mshelbwala,Nigeria
15.30-16.45

Large-scale investments in land:
an International law perspective.

Green Sustainable ICT, Open
Source and Green cities.

Sustainability will only be achieved with a
major mind shift
The importance of Education and the Mind
in Changing People’s Behaviour and the
impact of humans on the planet
Lessons for COP24
Dr Katherine Kennet
MRCPsych.

Sustainable healthcare is about making sure
we provide good quality health care today
without compromising the ability of future

Current sustainability policies at
the Royal Institute of Psychiatrists
Fellow in Sustainability Blogg

generations to give the same quality of health
care. As clinicians, we need to be more aware
of the impacts that mental health services are
having on society and the wider world.
The Royal College of Psychiatrists
Sustainability Committee was started in 2016
and is made up of psychiatrists and other
members of the College who are passionate
about the topic and are working to make the
RCPsych and the work of all psychiatrists in
the UK as sustainable as possible. The
committee is working on a wide range of
projects from improving sustainability in
retention and recruitment within psychiatry to
reducing psychiatrists’ impact on climate
change.
A Mindshift is needed to adopt sustainability
Sustainability
The changes we need in order to move to a
sustainable society are at every level: political,
socio-structural, economic, cultural and
personal (psychological). Without shifts at the
cultural and personal levels, political and
economic change will revert to new versions
of the old hierarchical and exploitative forms

Bianca Madison Vuleta
Dr Caroline New

Dr Suriti Govindji (UK)
Dr Arturo Herman
Koryo Suzuki

16.45-17.15

Italy
Japan

Agenda 2030Sustainable Development Goals
Changing the way we think about economics
and economics theory
Parallel sessions - Either
Mapplethorpe Seminar Room
A Major Study of the Green Economy and

MBBS. Bsc. MRCPsych
Specialist registrar psychiatrist
Book Launch

Literature and Practise in Africa
DrProf. Chukwumerije
Okereke

Dr Sunny Akyobo
Leader of a Major Initiative already bringing
Solar To 5 countries in Africa

The Green Economy and Green
Jobs- latest- Progress and
Implementation takes off in Africa
A research study of
South Africa, Kenya Ethiopia and
Nigeria with the University of
Reading
Dr Chidi Onahue Magnus
The Green Wall Sahara Project to
inhibit clmate change- 8 years into
the project

Or: Mapplethorpe Hall
16.45-17.15

Republic of
Macedonia

The title:

Veronika Tomova

The use of "Pentomatrix" as a
sustainable development model
scanning the polluting industries
and protecting the ecosystem
through the circular economy
principles - The case of gold and
copper mining in Republic of
Macedonia

Liljana Popovska

And
The role and challenges of charities today
How charities develop over time
Discussion

17.15-18.00

Trustees

Introducing our Green Economics Institute

Marlyn Lee
Hughes,Pamela Harling,
Miriam Kennet, Bianca
Madison, Jack Easton,
David Williams, Paul
Kennet, Areti Nanou,
Anjiwki Membshallbwana
18.00-19.00

Sheriff of Oxford
Dr Craig Simmonds will be giving out
certificates for achievement in Green
Economics and 2 Tonnes of Carbon Economy
and Climate Work

Walking tours with various
themes
Magnus MacFarlane who
is a Blue Guide Visit
Colleges, and ghost tours
and many other things- we
will be posting tickets
shortly – this must be pre
booked and paid for
19.00
19.30

Charitable Trust and our climate change work
and our COP Delegation and our activities and
videos of our Climate Change Work

Social Activities
There will be a possible visit to a
working food bank for participants to help
during the conference
Timings and
details to be announced

A Men’s Shed and tooling project
will be show cased during the
conference
Timings and details
to be announced
A demonstration of solar
panels may take place during the
conference –details to be
announced

Close for the day
Communal Gala Dinner with speeches at the
wonderful Cherwell Boat House by the River
under the stars –pre book please

Day 3 of 3: Monday 18th June 2018
Changing the Narrative of Migration
Inward migration leads to vibrant economies, cities, towns and regions.
Social Justice and Equality and Inclusion, Tolerance

This event is organised by the Green European Foundation with support from The Green Economics Institute
With the financial support of the European Parliament to the Green European Foundation
Time
Sessions
Country
Details
Subject
Tea and Coffee in the China Centre St Hugh’s College,
University of Oxford

10.3010.45

10.4511.30

Natalie Bennett
Miriam Kennet

Introduction
Introducing the Green European Foundation and its policy
work on Migration
Our Project So Far
The Video from last year and our findings so far
Our second year of reports back
Discussion
Natalie, recent former national Green Leader will talk about
current developments in migration policy and the Windrush
Scandal

She was deputy editor and then editor of The Guardian
Weekly from December 2007 until March 2012. She has
also worked for the London-based Independent and Times
newspapers.[10] In 2012
11.30 group photo
11.4512.15

UK
David Williams

Chief Executive of Oxford UK Excellence
Chair Oxford East Greens
Local Councillor for 32 years
Successful areas of inward migration eg Oxford and the
Thames Valley
UK Migration and the Oxford Experience'

12.1512.45

12.45

13.0014.00

Professor Marie
Louise Seeberg

Dr Ehtisham Abassi,
Anjikwi
Mmshallbwana

Norway

«Which futures? Child refugees and nation states»?
Refugees- what does it mean? How does it feel? How can
we help? Understanding that society benefits in the longer
run
The refugee journey
Children are the future : Childhood migration
Snipets from our teams around the world
Nigeria, Saudi, India
Our second year of their reports
Lunch in the China Centre at St Hugh’s

14.0015.00

The human impacts
and results of
corruption and
crime in todays
migration patterns
Lavinia Tezza
Migration Lawyer
Dr Enrico Tezza

Itay

Italy

Exploitation of increasingly desperate and vulnerable
people The ethical dimensions
Human Impacts The ethical dimensions
The effects of corruption on migration
Evaluating the effects of corruption and international crime
on migration and possible solutions
Evaluating the effects of corruption and international crime
on migration and suggesting solutions
Migration and people movement and The Carribean
perspectives: The longer term

15.0015.45

Wendy Sealy PhD,
MSc, BA (Hons),
PGCert, FHEA

'From Colonialism to Transnationalism: The Neo-colonial
Structure of Caribbean Tourism'. Keynote Address at the
9th International Conference on Sustainable Tourism
Development: Issues, Challenges & Debates, Nepal, 2018.
Martin Koehring Food Sustainability Index solving future
problems
John Ranken The Low Growth Economy

Sushila Dhall

The Refugee Journey: longer term
Journeys from War to Integration’
Refugee Resources
Oxford, and has worked for Refugee Resource for 12 years.

15.4516.30

16.3017.15

17.1517.30

, Anjikwi
Mshelbwala,Nigeria
Ehtisham Abassi
Koryo Suzuki

,
Nigeria
India and
Saudi,
Japan

More Snippets
Our second year of reports

The Refugee
Journey and
achievements of
migrants

17.3018.00

David Williams and
Miriam Kennet

Next steps
for the
project

Conference closing remarks with the team and plans for the
coming week and coming year and COP climate conference
and work on the green economy
Conference closing remarks with the team and plans for the
coming week and coming year and COP climate conference
and work on the green economy

19.00
19.00
19.30

Close of the conference

Communal Dinner
at the Café Rouge
in Oxford

Walk to communal dinner
Conference dinner tickets now available
http://geiconferences.org/product-category/conferencedinner-tickets/

Please email info@greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org for any information
Many thanks
The Conference Team

Draft version updated 14/06/2018

Please prebook

